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                Energy Efficient
                    Replacement Windows and Doors in Calgary

                
            


            
                
    
        

    


    No payment,
No interest
for 6 months
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            your INSTALLATION Fee.*

            *Valid till 
        

    




                

                

                
                    
                        
                            Our showroom: 7121, Unit 149, 104 Ave SE Calgary, AB, T2C 5C6,
                            phone: 403-775-6198
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                Bryan Baeumler

                HGTV Host and #1 Expert in Quality Construction and Renovations
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                    Canadian Choice Windows & Doors are approved and recommended by Bryan Baeumler
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                Calgary’s Best Window and Door Manufacturing and Installation


                Our experienced and licensed trained in-house installers and representatives are here to deliver you the best energy-efficient window and door replacement. Get leak-proof, impact-resistant, thermally insulating, and secure windows and doors at Canadian Choice.


                Endorsed by Bryan Baeumler, a home renovation expert, we put your needs first with professionalism and quality workmanship while delivering the highest standard of products and service to our customers at less than a price.

            

        

    


    
        Discover the Canadian Choice
Windows & Doors Calgary Advantage


        
            
                25-Year Warranty


                As a window & door manufacturer AND installer, we provide the most extensive coverage options for
                    ALL Canadian Choice-made products.

            


            
                Payment Made Easy
NO payment, NO interest for 6 months.

            


            
                Custom Design for Any Home


                Choose from up to 40 unique styles and upgrade to ANY colour.

            


            
                Energy Efficiency


                With revolutionary DraftLOCK technology, save UP TO 30% on energy costs.

            


            
                Unbeaten Reputation


                More than 3000+ positive reviews on HomeStars, over 1,000,000+
                    windows and patio doors installed and nearly 100K satisfied clients across Canada.

            


            
                Hassle-FREE Process


                A dedicated Calgary representative will lead your project from A to Z.
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                                    Awning Windows
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                                    Casement Windows
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                                    Sliding Tilt Windows
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                                    Bay & Bow Windows
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                                    Double Hung Tilt Windows
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                    Quality Calgary

                    Vinyl  Replacement Windows and Patio Doors.
                


                Canadian Choice Windows and Doors’ rigorous quality control before, during, and after production work to ensure that all our products not only meet industry-grade standards, but exceed them. Our double and triple sealed welded glass panels and frames, as well as insulated and super-efficient sashes, provide your window with the sturdiness and usability it needs, alongside a quality guarantee of many years to come.


                If you’re unsure of what to do next, our expert representatives are here to help. Choose Choose Canadian Choice Windows and Doors Calgary and learn more about our exclusive, window treatments and exterior door features and limited-time offers today!


                Check details
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                Calgary’s Top Window and Door Installers


                Proudly serving Canadians for over 30+ years, the Canadian Choice Replacement Windows and Doors team
                    has always prided itself on providing clear, comprehensive solutions designed to meet your home’s
                    unique needs. No matter the home, our team can custom-design your products upon request, your
                    satisfaction is our top priority.


                Our Calgary team works with you by listening to and addressing your concerns. We maximize your
                    home’s potential by analyzing your windows and patio doors’ lighting, energy efficiency, security,
                    insulation, and other key features. Contact your Calgary representative today to find your ideal home renovation solution.
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        We Manufacture.

        We Install.

        We Service.

    


    Product and Customer Service Satisfaction Guarantees Included





    
    
        Custom Windows & Doors Manufacturing
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        Window Replacement in  [image: 5]  Steps


        Are you a Calgary homeowner contemplating a window upgrade, but feeling a bit apprehensive about the process?
 Allow us to alleviate your concerns and guide you through the straightforward, 5-step journey to new windows with Canadian Choice Windows and Doors:



    


    
        
            	
                    1
                    
                         Initiation of Your Project
                    
                
	
                    2
                    
                         On-site Consultation
                    
                
	
                    3
                    
                         Project Confirmation and Scheduling
                    
                
	
                    4
                    
                         Production
                    
                
	
                    5
                    
                         Installation
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                    Your Journey with Us

                    Throughout your journey, you can trust in our dedicated team handling all aspects, from scheduling, measurements, ordering, to installation. Typically, we complete the entire journey from estimate to installation within 12-to-16 weeks.

                


                
                    So, what's in store for you? Superior-quality windows installed by seasoned professionals, and a hassle-free experience from start to finish. All that remains is for you to enjoy the new view from your upgraded windows and keep them in their best condition! A mild soap-water solution is all you need to maintain your vinyl window frame and trim.

                    Should you encounter any unexpected issue, our 25-year transferable warranty on all windows and doors has you covered. We're prepared to resolve any installation or manufacturing concerns at NO extra cost to you. We'll handle it all, so you can sit back and admire your new windows in the comfort of your Calgary home!

                

            

        

    


    
        Replacement Window and Door Series
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            Slim Contour Series

            
            A great solution for larger windows, the slimmer frames and mullions on the draftLOCKTM Slim Contoured
                Series has a glazed surface area that allows more light into the room while maintaining a great view of
                the outdoors.

            
        


        
            
                
                    Shop Slim Contour
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            Slim Contour Series

            This is our triple-glazed window solution, with the same slimmer frames and mullions on the draftLOCKTM Slim Contoured Series. The Plus series is reinforced and designed with superior weight-bearing features for greater durability and long-term performance. A top Energy Star performer with an industry record R-value and Most Efficient of 2021, this window series guarantees a 25% greater energy savings rating for your home. Hello Canadian Greener Homes Grant!
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            Euro Series

            Do you want to be the cool kid on the block? The Euro Series has the latest technology and style for modern homes. The Euro Series window tilts and swings open up to 180 degrees for more airflow control, and greater outside views, and they are so easy to clean.
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            Entry Door Systems

            Our exterior doors are manufactured in Canada using high quality materials for ultimate durability and top energy efficiency ratings, which maximize your home’s curb appeal and market value. We offer a variety of additional sidelites and specialty shaped transoms.
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            Patio Doors

            
            Our Patio Doors are available in different styles including tilt and turn, bifold, sliding, and
                stacking.
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            Working directly with homeowners in Calgary and communities including, but not limited to: Okotoks,
            Cochrane, Airdrie, Chestermere, High River, Olds, Innisfail, Red Deer and many more!
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                     Windows and Doors —

                    Get More for Less
                


                With custom architectural moulding, double or triple-sealed welded and glazed window frames, and scratch-resistant door panels with the impact-resistant and sound-proofing design of your new energy-efficient exterior doors. Get the ultimate window and door performance package with our DraftLOCK series!


                No matter your home, your representative will discuss the best design options for you in detail and ensure that we deliver on the quality you deserve. Whether it’s a compact awning bathroom window or a big, bright, and beautiful architectural window, our experienced home renovation team is up to the task.


                Now DraftLOCK’s Low-E coating technology reflects heat during summer and cold during winter for a more cost-efficient and cozier home, no matter the season. Choose Canadian Choice Windows and Doors in Calgary and learn more about our exclusive window styles and door features and limited-time offers today!

            

        


        
    
        
            Leak-Proof Performance

            
            Our windows and doors are made with an advanced ASTM-approved acrylic system that eliminates unattractive rubber strips, which deteriorate over time, and securely bonds the sealed glass unit to the sash.

            
        


        
            World Class Energy Efficient Glass Units

            
            Glass units supplied from world-class manufacturers Cardinal I.G and Guardian Glass featuring
                exceptional LoĒ Glass Coatings.

            
        


        
            Optional Foam Insulation

            Foam insulation will increase the thermal efficiency of the door glass window.

        

    


    
        
            Premium Hardware

            Superior, quality window hardware increases the durability of your windows and new exterior doors.

        


        
            Advanced Glazing Technology

            
                Eliminates the use of black or rubber glazing strips

            
        


        
            100% Eco-Friendly & Recyclable

            Constructed with the highest quality lead-free uPVC, our windows Calgary are UV resistant and will not fade, discolour, warp, crack or peel.

        

    


    
        
            Maximum Strength Profile Corners

            
            For increased strength, all frame and sash corners are fusion welded throughout.

            
        


        
            Super Efficient Frames & Sashes

            
            Multiple-chamber frames and sashes ensure greater thermal efficiency and excellent soundproofing.

            
        


        
    




    




    
        
            
                

                Technology Comparison
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                Euro-finish Colours
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                Foam Filled
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                SAWDAC Installation
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                24Hr Polymeric Spacer
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                Hidden Rubber Gaskets
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                Triple Glass 13/8
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            The images displayed on this website are for illustrative purposes only and may not fully represent the actual product.
        


    





    
        1000s of Colours & Textured Finishes
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                    DraftLOCK Windows are definitely one of the most attractive and energy efficient windows on the market. Built to last and backed by an industry leading warranty, these beautiful windows are truly a great investment that will enhance the value of your home for years to come.

                    
                        
                            Bryan Baeumler

                            Canadian Television Host & Construction Expert
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                Best Home Window & Door Reviews


                
                    
                        100,000+

                        satisfied customers
                    


                    
                        3,000+

                        positive reviews on HomeStars
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                        Amit and Tisha, Oshawa, ON
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                        Sam and Liz, Toronto, ON
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                        Liam and Mary, Hamilton, ON
                    

                

            

        

    


    


    
    
        
            
                
                
                    
                        
                            
                                Window Replacements and New Exterior Door

                                Windows & Doors Installation & Service in Calgary

                                
                                    
                                        10

                                        10

                                    

                                

                            


                            We thank all the staff for replacement of all our sliding windows and door. Was a pleasure working with Alexey our Representative and Alex and Simon our installers. They did such a great job. Noticed right off that are airtight and the front door works wonderfully. Would recommend this company. This is the second time we have used them for the replacement of windows for our properties.


                        


                        
                            
                                

                                Shauna in Calgary

                                Calgary, AB

                                Joined 2020/03/16
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                                Sales Person Of The Year

                                Windows & Sliding Doors Installation
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                            Of all the people I’ve had to deal with for my home renovations, Tony D was by far the best. So pleasant to deal with. Very knowledgeable, understanding and easy to talk with. Any issues resolved quickly and easily with Tony. All questions asked responded to very quickly. He’s wonderful! Thank you Tony!!!
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                                Calgary, AB

                                Joined 2020/06/13
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                                New Windows

                                Windows & New Exterior Doors Installation & Service in Calgary

                                
                                    
                                        10

                                        10

                                    

                                

                            


                            Recently had 11 new windows installed and very pleased with the service and product. Igor was project manager, and from the first time we met he was very knowledgeable, extremely responsive, answered every question and clearly delivered. The window installation teams were so impressive, efficient and fast, with no sacrifice to attention to detail. Work space was cleaned every day. We did compare options and will say Canadian Choice demonstrated a real want for the business. No problem recommending Igor and his team. Wishing we had done more windows.


                        


                        
                            
                                

                                Daniel Johnson

                                Calgary, AB

                                Joined 2021/07/22
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                                Windows And Doors

                                Windows & Doors Installation & Service in Calgary
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                                        10

                                    

                                

                            


                            Outstanding experience with Canadian Choice for new windows and Calgary exterior doors. Their sales rep Joe W. was extremely knowledgeable in helping us choose the perfect styles. The installation team was highly professional, taking great care with minimal disruption. We're thrilled with the improved energy efficiency and enhanced curb appeal the new windows and exterior doors have provided. I give the Canadian Choice my highest recommendation for their incredible expertise and first-rate service.


                        


                        
                            
                                

                                Connor in Calgary

                                Calgary, AB

                                Joined 2021/08/15
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                                Windows And Patio Doors Change

                                Windows & Doors Installation & Service in Calgary
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                            After doing such a long search looking for companies to change our old windows and stained glass doors, we came across Canadian Choice . We changed all our windows and doors from Canadian Choice.
 Really outstanding service from the moment the sales rep came in all the way to the installation. Highly professional service. Addressing every issue. I would like to thank especially the installation crew, they were beyond awesome in their job, so efficient, they cleaned everything, professional and were patient with all our questions. One of the windows when it was being installed was hard to lock and unlock. The installer immediately asked for someone from their factory to have a look at it and they came and fixed it. I rate this company 5 stars as their service was just far and beyond. You will never be disappointed.


                        


                        
                            
                                

                                Austin Lee

                                Calgary, AB

                                Joined 2021/08/26
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            Window and Door Installation Financing Made Easy
Energy-efficient replacement windows and doors for every family.


            With more than 30+ years of experience delivering quality home renovation projects, we’re here to direct
                your home renovation project from A to Z. For everything from quotes and consultation to design and modelling, as well as
                installation, we’re here to help you navigate through the world of home renovation.


            Now with Canada’s Greener Homes Grant, cover up to $5000 of your home’s window and door
                retrofitting costs today to help save both the environment and your wallet.


            We believe that every Calgary family should have access to durable, more energy efficient windows, and affordable
                replacement windows and doors. Explore our comprehensive financing options that include no payment and no interest for 6 months.
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                At Canadian Choice Windows and Doors, our custom-designed products are here to accommodate your home. Our DraftLOCK window series brings you top performance with style to match.


                Find what works best for your home with our extensive catalogue or visit our brochure for the ideal
                    window and door series. As Calgary’s best window and door manufacturing AND installation service, we
                    won’t rest until you're satisfied. Learn more about our industry-leading warranties and flexible
                    coverage options today!

            

        

    







    
        
            
                
                Window replacement cost in Calgary


                Typically, the price of window replacement in Calgary will depend on several factors, such as the size, window style used, and materials used in the construction of the window. Please consult our table of estimated costs for a general guideline:

                *It is important to remember that the cost of your Calgary window replacement will also depend on if you decide to include features such as Low-E and Triple Pane glass options. In addition, the decision to retrofit your new glass units, or invest in full-frame options, will also influence your final cost.

            


            
                

                	Architectural windows	$700 – $3200
	Tilt and Turn Windows	$800 – $1,500
	Double Hung Tilt Windows	$500 – $1,000
	Bay windows	$3,000 – $5,000
	Bow windows	$3,000 – $5,000
	Sliding tilt windows	$500 – $1,000
	Casement windows	$500 – $1,000
	Awning windows	$500 – $1,000
	Stacking Patio Doors	$6,000 – $20,000
	Sliding Patio Doors	$2,000 – $6,000
	Bifold Patio Doors	$10,000 – $30,000


            

        

    








    
        
            
                Location:

                Canadian Choice Windows™

                
                    7121, Unit 149, 104 Ave SE Calgary, AB, T2C 5C6
                

                
                
                    We serve Calgary Metropolitan Region: Airdrie, Chestermere, Cochrane, Strathmore, Okotoks, High River, Rockview County, Crossfield and more!
                

                

                
                
                    
                    
                        

                    
                    
                    
                    
                        

                    
                    
                    
                    
                        

                    
                    
                    
                    
                        

                    
                    
                    
                    
                        

                    
                    
                

                

            

        

    


    
        
    






    
        Our Management Team
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        Our Project Management & Installation Team
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        Frequently Asked Questions


        
            
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        How much does it cost to replace windows in Calgary?
                    


                    
                        When replacing windows Calgary, it’s important to take into account such factors as size, customization, and the number of windows you need to calculate the cost. To get an accurate estimate from Canadian Choice Windows and Doors for your new windows in Calgary, visit replacement window costs page.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        What materials are your windows and doors made of?
                    


                    
                        At Canadian Choice Windows and Doors, we offer a selection of energy-efficient vinyl windows and strong steel entry doors that are built to last and require minimal maintenance or replacement.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Are you a manufacturer?
                    


                    
                        Yes! Canadian Choice Windows and Doors creates all of our products at our premises on 55 Westcreek Drive in Vaughan. We are probably the largest window installation company in Calgary.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Does Canadian Choice Windows and Doors have a showroom?
                    


                    
                        If you’d like to take a look at our products in person, visit our showroom at 7121, Unit 149, 104 Ave SE Calgary, AB, T2C 5C6! Our knowledgeable sales team would be happy to assist you in finding what you need and answering any questions you may have.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Can I have a discount to have my windows and doors replaced?
                    


                    
                        Our customers can enjoy great savings when they buy from us at Canadian Choice Windows and Doors, including a 50% discount on installation and a $5,600 rebate on DraftLOCK windows. Plus, they can choose to delay payments until 2024.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Do you provide a lifetime warranty?
                    


                    
                        We are proud to provide a FREE, transferable 25-year warranty on all of our windows, with no extra fees or gimmicks required. Visit our warranty page to learn more about the advantages of this comprehensive warranty.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Are Canadian Choice Windows and Doors Energy Star rated?
                    


                    
                        At Canadian Choice Windows and Doors, we are focused on providing energy-efficient products. All of our windows and doors are Energy Star certified and made with Low-E glass coatings, multi-paned glass, and sturdy frames. To find out more, visit our website.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Is it cheaper to replace all windows at once?
                    


                    
                        Yes! Replacing all of your windows at once is typically more cost-effective than replacing them one by one. The process is more efficient and the cost of doing a larger project is usually lower than the price of replacing each window individually.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Can you offer financing options for replacement windows?
                    


                    
                        We are delighted to partner with Vault Pay to provide you with pre-approved financing with no interest and no payments for up to 12 months. It’s a fast, convenient, and simple process. To find out more about the financing options we offer, please visit our website.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Can your windows withstand the harsh Canadian winters?
                    


                    
                        Certainly! As Canadians, we understand what a cold winter truly means! Our double-paned windows, certified by Energy Star, are tightly sealed to prevent any icy gusts from infiltrating your home. We’ve named them DraftLock™ for a good reason, haven’t we?


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        What’s the proper way to clean Vinyl Windows, including glass and frames?
                    


                    
                        Keeping your Vinyl Windows pristine involves using a mild blend of soap and water. Firstly, rinse the area with fresh water. Follow this up by using the soapy solution to wash the frame and trim of the vinyl window. A sponge or a soft brush will be handy to dislodge any stubborn dirt. Thoroughly rinse the area again with fresh water and pat the window dry using a microfiber cloth.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        What is the process for claiming the rebate?
                    


                    
                        We are equipped with a dedicated team focused on assisting you in this process. Our aim is to ensure you get the maximum out of the grants and rebates that are available to you. Our team will guide you through the eligibility criteria and will support you throughout the entire claim process. If you want to learn more about how to claim rebates, feel free to get in touch with our customer care team.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        How can I tell it’s time to replace my windows?
                    


                    
                        Is there a draft coming in? Have your windows started fogging up, cracking, or becoming difficult to open? These could be signs that it’s time for a replacement! Windows typically last between 15 and 20 years, but certain circumstances may warrant a sooner replacement. If you notice your windows are exhibiting signs of cracks, warps, damages, or the frame is breaking, or if your energy bills seem unusually high, consider reaching out to us for a free window replacement estimate. Schedule your appointment.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Is it possible to reduce my energy bill by installing windows?
                    


                    
                        Indeed, our customers have experienced up to a 30% decrease in their energy bills after window replacement! However, keep in mind that total energy savings can fluctuate between different households due to other variables like the quality of insulation and weatherproofing.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
            


            
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Is there a provision for a free estimate?
                    


                    
                        Absolutely, we offer free estimates! We can visit your home at a suitable time for you and provide a cost estimate without any obligation. Schedule your free in-home estimate!


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Do you offer price matching?
                    


                    
                        Yes, indeed! We provide a price match guarantee. If you have a written quote from a competitor, we’ll match it, no questions asked. Please note, the price match is valid up to one week after placing your order. Beyond that period, price match cannot be provided.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Is vinyl the right material for my windows?
                    


                    
                        Choosing the right material for your windows depends on various factors, and vinyl could certainly be a great option! Our experienced team will guide you through all the available options, considering your unique project requirements.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        What does Low-E glass refer to?
                    


                    
                        Low-emissivity (Low-E) glass is an innovative window coating that improves energy efficiency. It is coated with a microscopically thin metallic layer that allows visible light and solar energy into a building, but reflects back the infrared heat energy that would be lost through an uncovered window. This selective coating acts like a thermal mirror to retain desired heat in colder climates. Low-E glass reduces heat transfer through the window to or from the interior. This helps conserve indoor warmth in winter, lowering reliance on heating systems. It also reduces solar heat gain in summer, cutting air conditioning costs. When combined with proper weatherstripping, inert gas fills, and window coverings like insulated drapes or shades, Low-E glass windows can significantly reduce energy costs year-round. Curious to know more? Read our detailed article What are Low-E coatings.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        What does “window sweating” mean?
                    


                    
                        “Window sweating” is a term used to describe condensation that forms on windows during colder months due to high indoor humidity and low outdoor temperatures. This can cause an obstructed view, dripping water, or even ice formation on the glass. It usually occurs when the temperature outside is very low, but it’s warm and humid inside the house. If left unchecked, severe window sweating can lead to mould or mildew growth, so it’s crucial to address it promptly with a professional. Do you have sweaty windows? Reach out to us today.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Is UV protection necessary?
                    


                    
                        For any home, UV protection is a wise choice. Our sealed units feature LowE coating, which provides UV protection and ensures year-round comfort, no matter the weather. During summer, the LowE coating blocks heat and harmful UV rays from entering, while in winter, it acts as an insulator, preventing heat loss and maintaining a cozy environment indoors. Homeowners appreciate its cost-effectiveness and lightweight nature. Don’t miss out on UV protection! Learn more about it here: https://www.windowscanada.com/contact-us.html


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Can I get an energy audit from you?
                    


                    
                        Of course! We offer free in-home energy audits to help you identify areas where your home can be optimized for energy efficiency, leading to long-term savings on your energy bills. Book a consultation with us to begin the process: https://www.windowscanada.com/appointment/.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Is it possible to install windows during winter?
                    


                    
                        In general, the best time to replace windows is when the weather is neither extremely hot nor excessively cold. However, our team of highly skilled installers is capable of installing windows throughout the year, including during the winter season.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Can I get custom-size windows from you?
                    


                    
                        Definitely! Since we manufacture our own products, we have the capability to provide fully customized windows tailored to your specific size requirements and preferences. Whether you need unique shapes or colours, our team is ready to assist you. Get in touch with us to begin your custom window project.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        What preparations are needed for window installation?
                    


                    
                        If you’re replacing your windows for the first time, we understand that it can be overwhelming. That’s why our team is here to support you every step of the way. We will provide you with a concise step-by-step guide on how to prepare for the installation process. Additionally, we will personally assist you throughout the process to ensure that installation day goes smoothly and without any issues.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Do you offer financing options?
                    


                    
                        Yes, we provide a wide range of flexible financing options and payment plans to suit your needs. We understand that investing in new windows and doors is a significant decision, and we want to make it as accessible as possible. Additionally, our financing team is available to guide you through the grant process, ensuring that you maximize your return. To learn more about the financing options available to you, please contact our financing team.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Do your windows offer soundproofing capabilities?
                    


                    
                        Absolutely! Our triple-pane windows are designed to provide excellent soundproofing properties, ensuring a quieter and more peaceful indoor environment. In addition to reducing outside noise, these windows offer enhanced temperature control, keeping your home comfortable throughout the year. Furthermore, our triple-pane windows have been recognized by the HER+ program and are eligible for a $325 rebate per opening. Experience the benefits of soundproofing and energy efficiency by choosing our triple-pane windows.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Do you provide repair and service for replacement windows?
                    


                    
                        Yes, we do offer repair and service for our replacement windows on a case-by-case basis. We understand the importance of keeping your home warm, cozy, and well-insulated. While we strive to accommodate all repair requests, please note that if a significant amount of time has passed, it may be challenging to find an exact match for the parts of your existing windows. However, our dedicated team will make every effort to match the repairs to your windows as closely as possible.


                    

                

                
                
                
                
                    
                        

                        Do you offer measurement services for replacement windows?
                    


                    
                        Absolutely! As part of our free in-home estimate, our experienced sales representative will take measurements of your existing windows. This allows us to provide accurate recommendations and ensure that your replacement windows are custom-fitted to your home. We take pride in delivering precise measurements to ensure a seamless and proper installation process.
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                            Best Window Companies In Calgary


                            The right window replacement can be the difference between a shoddy home replacement project that needs maintenance in a few year’s time or a long-term investment that can last you a lifetime.
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                            Replacement Windows Pricing in Calgary


                            Replacement windows pricing in Calgary is a very important factor for most homeowners, and ultimately, it is the biggest factor when it comes to making important decisions. We will work with you to provide free, accurate estimates.
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                            How to Find Low Cost But Quality Windows in Calgary?


                            Getting the right replacement windows can seem intimidating, especially if cost is a concern. But just because something usually costs a lot of money doesn’t mean that it always has to be that expensive.
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                            Replacement Windows Installation in Calgary


                            Understanding what is necessary and what it will take to make your home as efficient as possible before the work even begins will give you a better understanding of the installation process itself.
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                            What are Low-E Coatings?


                            Low-E coatings can be a great addition to your window quality. However, before we get into why, let's first go over what you need to know about Low-E coatings and how they work.
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                            Types of Replacement Windows in Calgary


                            There are several different things that make replacement windows in Calgary unique. These include the window style, the number of panes of glass, and even the materials from which the frames are made. You should understand the variations and how they work together in order to purchase the best possible windows to suit your home’s unique needs.
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                            When to Replace Windows in Calgary


                            If you are wondering when to replace windows in Calgary to get the best results, there are two different ways to answer this question. First, you might be wondering about the signs that your old windows have become outdated and inefficient. On the other hand, you might be curious as to the best time of year to complete your replacement project to avoid discomfort, prolonged waits, or extra charges.
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                            Calgary Windows: Frequently Asked Questions


                            If you live in the Calgary area and you are considering window replacement, you likely have several questions. How much does it typically cost? Should you repair or replace your windows? What types of windows are best to seal out the frigid winter air? Below, you can find answers to all the commonly-asked questions surrounding Calgary windows.
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                            Hard Talk Time: How to Save Money While Replacing Windows in Calgary?


                            Getting replacement windows is a very good idea. In time, these new windows will pay for themselves. That doesn’t mean that the installation cost isn’t something you might have to save up for, though.


                            
                                Read more
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                            Everything You Need to Know About Energy Efficiency Program in Alberta


                            Energy efficiency has transformed into something people now have financial incentives to do. You can improve the value of your home, lower your energy bills, and get a significant rebate if you work to improve the overall energy efficiency of your home.


                            
                                Read more
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                            Finding The Cheapest Way to Replace Windows and Why It Often Falls Short


                            Window replacement might be a messy affair if done alone. All the separate processes from contacting suppliers to immersing yourself in all the specifications and technicalities of each model to decide on the best one for your home to having the ability to properly install the windows without having it end up being a never-ending project.
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                Take advantage of Canada’s Greener Homes Grant today!

                Save thousands on your new window and door installation with the Greener Homes Grant. Find out if you qualify!
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